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JOINT SOLUTION BRIEF

Challenge
Most Industrial Control Systems (ICS) and Operational 
Technology (OT) were created before modern security 
best practices were developed. The legacy nature of these 
systems coupled with the sheer volume of OT assets 
and internal resource constraints leaves organizations 
vulnerable. The need for OT cybersecurity modernization 
has never been greater, but change comes with its own 
challenges. 

As OT and IT systems converge, the teams that manage 
these technologies must forge new ways to communicate 
and collaborate. Otherwise, the lack of collaboration and 
reliance on manual processes will hinder incident response 
and security outcomes. As the threat landscape continues 
to evolve with ransomware, operational disturbances, and 
breaches on the rise, IT and OT teams need technology that 
can provide better visibility, intelligence and is capable of 
accelerating response when threats occur.

Benefits 

Solution
Cybersecurity analysts need comprehensive and robust 
defense against evolving threats in the ICS landscape. The 
Swimlane Turbine and Dragos Platform integration ingests 
and enriches infinite sources of IT and OT data to provide 
comprehensive visibility in a single system of record for OT 
cybersecurity. The Dragos Platform provides comprehensive 
asset visibility, vulnerability management, and threat detection 
in ICS and OT environments, which translates to in-depth 
contextual alerts, enriched risk scores, and prioritized guidance. 

The Swimlane Turbine AI-enabled security automation platform 
ingests and enriches Dragos data before it initiates automated 
workflows and centralizes case management. Turbine’s ability to 
automate data enrichment at scale reduces context switching 
for OT analysts and reduces the dwell time of potential CVE’s 
and IOC’s. The benefits of the Swimlane and Dragos partnership 
extend across IT and OT domains.

Swimlane and Dragos
Bridge the Gap Between IT/OT with Centralized 
Case and Vulnerability Management

Comprehensive OT and 
IT Visibility

Enhanced Collaboration 
Between IT/OT Team

Automated Regulatory 
Compliance

Proactively Risks 
Mitigation
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Asset Enrichment

Vulnerability Triage

Contextual Alerts

Notifications Triage

Incident Escalation 
and Response

Prioritized Guidance

Integration 
Capabilities

→

Better Together 

About Swimlane

Swimlane delivers automation for the entire security organization. Swimlane Turbine is the AI-
enabled, low-code security automation platform that unifies security teams, tools, and telemetry 
in-and-beyond the SOC into a single system of record to reduce process and data fatigue while 
quantifying business value and ensuring overall security effectiveness.

Learn more: swimlane.com

Request a Demo: swimlane.com/demo

About Dragos

Dragos has a global mission to safeguard civilization from those trying to disrupt the industrial 
infrastructure we depend on every day. The Dragos Platform offers the most effective industrial 
cybersecurity technology, giving customers visibility into their ICS/OT assets, vulnerabilities, threats, 
and response actions. The strength behind the Dragos Platform comes from our ability to codify 
Dragos’s industry-leading OT threat intelligence, and insights from the Dragos services team, into 
the software. Our community-focused approach gives you access to the largest array of industrial 
organizations participating in collective defense, with the broadest visibility available.
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https://swimlane.com/blog/low-code-security-automation-simplicity/
http://swimlane.com
http://swimlane.com/demo
https://www.dragos.com/resource/dragos-expands-market-presence-in-australia-and-new-zealand-to-serve-growth-in-industrial-cybersecurity-customers/?utm_campaign=Q423%2520WB%2520Hacktivist%2520Compromise%2520US%2520Water%2520Utilities&utm_medium=paid_social&utm_source=alert%2520bar&utm_content=2&utm_ad_id=353959003&utm_campaign_id=291207583
https://www.dragos.com/cybersecurity-platform/?utm_campaign=Q423%20WB%20Hacktivist%20Compromise%20US%20Water%20Utilities&utm_medium=paid_social&utm_source=alert%20bar&utm_content=2&utm_ad_id=353959003&utm_campaign_id=291207583

